Lateral pelvic lymph node metastasis is generally present in 17% of patients with T3 lower rectal cancer. However, such lymph node metastases cannot be accurately detected before surgery. Since 2001, we have performed sentinel node navigation surgery for patients with T3 lower rectal cancer considering the lymph nodes located between the vesicohypogastric fascia and the pelvic nerve plexus as the lateral sentinel lymph node (LSN). Patients and Methods: Between 2001 and 2010, 101 patients with T3 lower rectal cancer without distant metastasis or peritoneal dissemination were prospectively enrolled in the study. Patients with negative lymph nodes in the mesorectum underwent only LSN dissection in the lateral pelvic space. Patients with metastatic lymph nodes detected in the mesorectum underwent lateral pelvic lymph node dissection (LPLD). Results: Fifty-three out of the 101 patients with pathologically-negative lymph nodes in the mesorectum and a negative LSN were clinically judged as having stage II disease because no recurrence was detected in the lateral pelvic space during the three years following surgery. The other 48 patients underwent LPLD because of a positive lymph node in the mesorectum, and were further divided into two sub-groups, 40 with a negative and 8 with a positive LSN. Only the eight patients with a positive LSN also had positive lymph nodes in the lateral pelvic space. Conclusion: Patients with T3 lower rectal cancer in stage III may not require LPLD. LSN may be very useful to determine stage II disease during surgery.

Lateral pelvic lymph node metastasis is generally present in 17% of patients with T3 lower rectal cancer (1-3). As such, lymph node metastases cannot be detected accurately before surgery, nerve-sparing surgery with lateral pelvic lymph node dissection (LPLD) has been regarded as part of the standard operation for advanced lower rectal cancer in many Japanese Institutions (4, 5). Recently, neoadjuvant chemoradiation therapy has also been performed to avoid sexual or urinary dysfunction by LPLD (6,7). If all patients with T3 lower rectal cancer underwent LPLD or neoadjuvant chemoradiation therapy, more than 80% of patients with no lateral pelvic lymph node metastasis would receive unnecessary treatments. Since 2001, we have performed sentinel node navigation surgery in patients with T3 lower rectal cancer, considering lymph nodes located between the vesicohypogastric fascia and the pelvic nerve plexus as the lateral sentinel lymph node (LSN). The aim of our study was to evaluate the validity of the LSN for the indication of LPLD for patients with T3 lower rectal cancer.

Patients and Methods

Patients' eligibility. The Ethics Committee for Biomedical Research of the Jikei Institutional Review Board approved the protocol [26-035 (7540)] and all patients provided their written informed consent.

All patients in this prospective study met the following eligibility criteria: Patients with colorectal cancer without distant metastasis or peritoneal dissemination who were able to undergo curative resection, an operation termed R0, as defined by the guidelines of the Japanese Classification of Colorectal Carcinoma (8); sufficient preoperative oral intake; and were between 30 and 80 years old. Patients with a history of serious surgical or non-surgical complications were excluded. Pregnant or lactating women were also excluded. Pathological examination was performed according to the Japanese guideline (8).

All patients were evaluated by chest x-ray, ultrasonography, computed tomographic (CT) scan, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and colonoscopy to determine the clinical diagnosis and staging. No patient had received chemoradiation therapy before surgery. The patients with stage II disease received no adjuvant chemotherapy. The patients with stage III disease were given oral anticancer drugs after surgery, such as S-1 (Taiho Pharmaceuticals Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) or capecitabine (Xeloda; Hoffmann-La Roche, Basel, Switzerland) for six months or longer.

A total of 101 patients with T3 lower rectal cancer were enrolled in this study between January 2001 and December 2010 at the Department of Surgery, Kashiwa Hospital, Jikei University School of Medicine. They consisted of 65 males and 36 females, with a...
median age of 65 (range=29-80) years. Fifty-three patients had stage II disease, and the remaining 48 stage III.

**Intraoperative analysis for lymph nodes.** After total mesorectal excision (TME), the patients without mesorectum lymph node metastasis underwent only LSN dissection in the lateral pelvic space (Figure 1). Patients with a metastatic LSN underwent LPLD, whereas patients with a metastasis-free LSN did not undergo further dissection. Patients with metastatic lymph nodes detected in their mesorectum underwent LPLD including the LSN. With regard to the intraoperative diagnosis of lymph node involvement in the mesorectum, lymph nodes of more than 5-mm in diameter with a hard consistency were judged as metastases. If lymph nodes of less than 5-mm in diameter were suspected to be metastatic, they were evaluated by frozen section examination. All LSNs were evaluated by frozen section examination for metastasis during operation.

**Surgical techniques for dissection of the LSN.** After TME with preservation of the left colic artery and dissection around the inferior mesenteric artery, the root of the superior vesical artery originating from the internal iliac artery was identified. The areolar tissue between the vesicohypogastric fascia and the pelvic nerve plexus were defined as the lateral sentinel lymphatic basin (LSLB), which was mobilized from the medial side of the internal iliac artery between the root of superior vesical artery and the Alcock orifice. They were subsequently detached from the pelvic nerve plexus. With this procedure, mobilization of the ureters is not required.

**Surgical technique of LPD.** After TME with preservation of the left colic artery and dissection around the inferior mesenteric artery, lymph nodes along the common iliac vessels, internal iliac vessels and middle rectal vessels, and between the external and internal iliac vessels were removed by sharp dissection using scissors or diathermy. If necessary, an aspiration procedure was added for complete removal of the areolar tissue surrounding vessels (9). Essentially, the hypogastric nerve and the pelvic nerve plexus are preserved.

**Analysis of recurrence and survival.** Follow-up consisted of regular evaluations that included monitoring of serum carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) levels every three months, a CT every six months, and a colonoscopy every 12 months to look for local recurrence and distant metastasis.

**Statistical analysis.** All data were analyzed using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences, SPSS 22.0, (IBM SPSS, Tokyo, Japan). Statistical significance was determined using the Mann-Whitney U-test and the Chi-square test. A p-value of less than 0.05 indicates significance.

**Results**

**Clinicopathological features of the patients.** Clinicopathological features are shown in Table I. Intraoperative diagnosis of lymph node metastasis in the mesorectum by our criteria completely accorded with the diagnosis by postoperative pathological examination using hematoxylin-eosin (HE) staining. Additionally, in all patients, intraoperative diagnosis of LSN
metastasis using frozen section examination was confirmed by postoperative pathological diagnosis using HE staining.

The status of lymph node metastasis. After TME, fifty-three out of the 101 patients were judged to have negative lymph nodes in the mesorectum and negative LSN (Figure 2), which were confirmed by postoperative permanent pathological diagnosis. The other 48 patients with positive lymph nodes in the mesorectum who underwent LPLD were further divided into two subgroups, 40 with a negative and eight with a positive LSN. Lymph nodes in the lateral pelvic space were positive in only the eight patients with a positive LSN.

Comparison of clinicopathological features by lateral lymph node metastasis. Only eight patients (7.9%) had lateral lymph nodes metastasis in the present study (Table II). A significant
differences was found in the status of lymph nodes in the mesorectum and LSN. Forty out of the 48 patients (83%) with lymph node metastasis in the mesorectum had no lymph node metastasis in the LPLN. In contrast, complete accordance was observed between metastasis in the LSN and LPLN in this small sample size study.

**Characteristics of patients with lateral pelvic lymph node metastasis.**

The characteristics of the eight patients with lateral pelvic lymph node metastasis are shown in Table III. All patients had up to two lymph node metastases in the lateral pelvic space. Two of these patients developed liver metastasis. None of the patients in this study developed local recurrence.

**Discussion**

TME, which was developed and popularized by Heald (10-12) is currently the standard treatment for patients with rectal cancer. The lymphatic drainage of the upper and middle rectum is predominantly associated with spread along the perirectal vessels originating from the inferior mesenteric artery to perirectal nodes and is opportunely contained within the mesorectal fascia (13). TME-alone is associated with a good prognosis in patients with upper and middle rectal cancer. In contrast, the lower rectum has been shown to drain both upwards along the superior rectal vessels and laterally along the middle rectal vessels and then to the internal iliac vessels (14, 15). The incidence of lateral nodal involvement has been reported to be approximately 20% in patients with T3 or 4 lower rectal cancer at or below the peritoneal reflection, not only in Japan but also in other countries (16, 17). TME cannot remove lymph nodes located in the lateral pelvic space outside the mesorectal envelope. Many Japanese surgeons have persisted in performing LPLD in order to reduce local recurrence and improve the outcome of lower rectal cancer (1-5). There is a long-standing controversy as to whether involved pelvic nodes represent systemic disease, M1 as suggested by the TNM classification (18), or localized disease, N3, as outlined in the Japanese guideline (8). Recently, some reports suggested that patients with fewer than three positive lateral lymph node metastases, as detected by LPLD, may have good outcomes (9, 19). Even if these patients have lateral nodal involvement, they might not develop systemic disease. Therefore, we have found limited benefit from using LPLD because of the poor outcome and high morbidity associated with the procedure. The time has come to reconsider the indications for LPLD seriously to avoid unnecessary LPLD or neoadjuvant chemoradiation therapy.

Which mesorectal lymph nodes are involved can be accurately diagnosed during surgery and has been reported as one of the factors that predict lateral nodal involvement (3, 20). In the present study, forty out of the 48 patients (83%) with lymph node metastasis in the mesorectum had no lymph node metastasis in the LPLN. In contrast, complete accordance was observed between metastasis in the LSN and LPLN in this small sample size study.

**Characteristics of patients with lateral pelvic lymph node metastasis.**

The characteristics of the eight patients with lateral pelvic lymph node metastasis are shown in Table III. All patients had up to two lymph node metastases in the lateral pelvic space. Two of these patients developed liver metastasis. None of the patients in this study developed local recurrence.

**Discussion**

TME, which was developed and popularized by Heald (10-12) is currently the standard treatment for patients with rectal cancer. The lymphatic drainage of the upper and middle rectum is predominantly associated with spread along the perirectal vessels originating from the inferior mesenteric artery to perirectal nodes and is opportunely contained within the mesorectal fascia (13). TME-alone is associated with a good prognosis in patients with upper and middle rectal cancer. In contrast, the lower rectum has been shown to drain both upwards along the superior rectal vessels and laterally along the middle rectal vessels and then to the internal iliac vessels (14, 15). The incidence of lateral nodal involvement has been reported to be approximately 20% in patients with T3 or 4 lower rectal cancer at or below the peritoneal reflection, not only in Japan but also in other countries (16, 17). TME cannot remove lymph nodes located in the lateral pelvic space outside the mesorectal envelope. Many Japanese surgeons have persisted in performing LPLD in order to reduce local recurrence and improve the outcome of lower rectal cancer (1-5). There is a long-standing controversy as to whether involved pelvic nodes represent systemic disease, M1 as suggested by the TNM classification (18), or localized disease, N3, as outlined in the Japanese guideline (8). Recently, some reports suggested that patients with fewer than three positive lateral lymph node metastases, as detected by LPLD, may have good outcomes (9, 19). Even if these patients have lateral nodal involvement, they might not develop systemic disease. Therefore, we have found limited benefit from using LPLD because of the poor outcome and high morbidity associated with the procedure. The time has come to reconsider the indications for LPLD seriously to avoid unnecessary LPLD or neoadjuvant chemoradiation therapy.

Which mesorectal lymph nodes are involved can be accurately diagnosed during surgery and has been reported as one of the factors that predict lateral nodal involvement (3, 20). In the present study, forty out of the 48 patients (83%) with lymph node metastasis in the mesorectum had no lymph node metastasis in the lateral pelvic space. If all patients with positive lymph node in the mesorectum had to undergo LPLD, more than 80% of patients would have been subjected to unnecessary dissection. In contrast, the sensitivity and specificity of lateral lymph node metastasis prediction by LSN in this study was 100%. In 2007, we reported that the first lateral lymph node that receives lymphatic drainage from lower rectal cancer is located between the vesicohypogastric fascia and the pelvic nerve plexus by infrared ray electronic endoscopy with indocyanine green as a tracer (15). Such lymph nodes may be considered for the LSN. Patients with T3 lower rectal cancer with negative LSNs may not require LPLD because the LSN is highly likely to be the sentinel lymph node, which needs to be proven by a prospective study with a large number of patients.
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